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Declamation and Character in the
Fletcher-Massinger Plays
John E. Curran Jr.

GIVEN the capacity of scholars of English Renaissance drama to disagree
over just about anything, the strength of their consensus with regard to one
particular issue is virtually astonishing: the superficiality of character within
the plays, especially the tragicomedies, of Fletcher and his collaborators and
successors. These plays repeatedly have been categorized as the hallmark of
late Jacobean theatrical decadence, wherein the playwrights, eschewing with
brazen irresponsibility both moral seriousness and psychological sophistication, set forth for the mere titillation of the audience vapid entertainments
that rely on artificially contrived plot surprises and hyperemotional rhetorical
flourishes, and that thus employ "protean characters," stock types completely
conformable to the immediate needs of an isolated scene. 1 Commentators appear unanimous in this condemnation, that, as Madeline Doran says, Fletcher
and his fellows always fail though they never really attempt to "show life." 2
The various expressions of this view are many and striking, but my favorite
is that of the usually insightful Robert Ornstein:
The closest parallel to Fletcher's techniques can be found today not in the "coterie" off-Broadway theater but in the daytime radio serial with its stereotyped characters and situations, its improbable melodrama, and its calculated exploitation of
the housewife's escapist desire for romance and adventure. 3

Of course this quote shows its age, but its sentiment has never in my reading
been called in question. It is therefore high time for a reappraisal of the
Fletcherian plays, and perhaps this as part of a larger reconsideration of our
assumptions about characterization in English Renaissance drama. As a recent Forum in Shakespeare Studies shows, we have reached the point where
we must debate whether Renaissance dramatists, even Shakespeare himself,
actually undertook what we could call characterization-the construction, in
Alan Sinfield's words, of "continuous selves," personae "able to look forward in self-prediction and backward in self-correction" and "able to signal
a consistent sense of their own purposes and motives." Though the weight of
86
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opinion for a long time has favored the negative side of this debate, Richard
Levin has spoken persuasively for the affirmative in his account of overprotesters. Might Levin's view be further evidenced if we can find that this
concept of characterization, with personae exhibiting something like "a sense
of continuous selfhood, " 4 applies to the very subset of Fletcherian tragicomedy wherein we would least expect it?
If any group of plays seems vulnerable to the charge of bad characterization, or non-characterization, it is surely the one comprising the Fletcherian
plays based on the Controversiae of the Elder Seneca: The Queen of Corinth,
The Double Marriage, and The Laws of Candy. All three though the second
is technically a tragedy have tragicomic tendencies, including the wild situations that could conceivably turn in any direction, the preoccupation with
noble virtue and honor, and the language of passionate emotion. 5 All three
though the third has sometimes been ascribed to Ford6 are collaborations involving at least two hands, those of Fletcher and Massinger; and, as Robert
Kean Turner observes in examining The Queen of Corinth, with which Field
also helped, collaborations are apt to produce muddled and discontinuous
characters. 7 Finally, all three have their supposed excesses abetted by Seneca
Sr. The Elder Seneca, often confused with his more famous son the playwright and philosopher, had recorded as models for rhetorical instruction his
recollections of and comments on a series of old declamations-mock debates, rhetorical jousting matches. The Controversiae were his digest of the
forensic branch of the declamations, the topics of which were often fanciful
laws-such as one making ingratitude actionable-with even more fanciful
cases applying them. 8 For Eugene Waith and others following his lead, Senecan declamation offered Fletcher and especially Massinger the wildly improbable "hypotheses," the high-pitched, sententious style, and the
showcasing of debate that naturally suited and thus did much to shape their
dramaturgical practice. 9 The influence of Seneca Sr. would seem to threaten
the further attenuating of a dramatic mode that was plenty flat already: to
drain from Fletcherian drama what little "life" was potentially in it by inviting the undisciplined playwrights to hurl their cardboard characters into one
grossly unnatural scene after another, and thence into gratuitous fits of stilted
forensic oratory. Students of the effects of declamation on Renaissance literature have described how rhetorical training imparted a healthy sense of twosides-to-every-story, 10 but if such a sense, however healthy, contributed anything to characterization, none seem to think it did so for the Fletcherians. 11
What such commentators largely miss, however, is that Seneca's Controversiae by their very nature did have much to add to characterization in Jacobean drama; and in fact, in these three plays the background of Senecan
declamation helps the collaborators craft personages individualized well beyond stock type, as they are endowed with psychological depth and with consistency, in terms of both their past and their unfolding lives. Whether these
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plays manage to "show life" I am unwilling to speculate. But the main characters in The Queen of Corinth, The Double Marriage, and The Laws of
Candy, through their varying kinds and degrees of deviation from an ideal of
virtue, are formed with motivations and drives both complex and internally
coherent; and the Controversiae stimulate this character-formation because
they induce their participating declaimers, and hence our playwrights, to address the motives and drives of specific imagined selves.
That the Controversiae should promote analysis of character is not an obvious point and requires some explanation; after all, no less an authority than
Quintilian himself cast a cold eye on just such declamatory exercises, citing
especially their lack of realism. 12 But they did so indeed, and this in two important ways.
The first is their manner of often involving, and sometimes even demanding, the practice of ethopoeia, the figure of impersonation: crafting the imagined speech that a certain person might deliver in a given situation. 13 It has
been remarked that in theory and practice ethopoeia entailed merely a kind
of Theophrastan characterization, in which a representative of a stock type is
granted only those touches of vividness that would set off the "notes" marking that type. 14 But the Renaissance understanding of ethopoeia could go well
beyond Theophrastanism, as Erasmus's De Copia shows. Giving many examples of "variety in characters belonging to the same general type," Erasmus explains that when fashioning characters according to type, decorum (as
always) is to be observed, yet individual personalities nevertheless are to be
brought forth, by means of personal qualities which while they do not violate
the standards of the type do nothing to illuminate them and exist without
reference to them. 15 Such qualities instead illuminate the specific personage
and exist in reference to him or her alone. The Controversiae of Seneca Sr.
encourage just such a process of character-fashioning. They are teeming with
types-pirates, heroes, tyrants, cranky fathers, restive sons-but since in
each controversia a personage is thrown into such a bizarre situation, often
incumbent on the declaimers is to determine the nature of that specific personage, that nature having done so much to give rise to that situation in the
first place. Why, in Controversia IX.i, would Cimon, sued for ingratitude by
his father-in-law, be grateful enough to his late heroic father to undergo
prison as ransom for his body, and yet ungrateful enough to his benefactor,
the plaintiff, not to refrain from killing an adulterous wife? What about his
constitution or his collection of experiences makes him able to endure prison
but not adultery? Each declaimer pretending to speak as or for Cimon or his
father-in-law is forced to concoct a believable psychological profile, outlining
Cimon's peculiar combination of principled honor and stubborn pride, of
strengths and maybe even (what we would call) neuroses. This controversia,
which inspired Massinger and Field in The Fatal Dowry, is entirely in keeping with the modus operandi of the Controversiae. 16 Although Seneca leaves
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only skeletons of the actual speeches as they were originally declaimed, the
extant fragments being mostly collections of sententiae, it remains clear from
what we have that declaimers were commonly bound to imagine something
of the characters of their subjects, and thus to practice ethopoeia virtually as
a matter of course. This is evident when we observe how The Orator of "Lazarus Pyott," a series of cases each assigned both a pro and a con speech,
includes a great number of the Controversiae, but in a concentrated form, in
a given case arranging select lines of several of Seneca's declaimers into two
monologues; rather than bits and pieces of many different declaimers speaking as or for Cimon, we have in The Orator one speech on Cimon's behalf,
his pro se defense, and another in the voice of the plaintiff, his aggrieved
father-in-law Callias. 17 Each Senecan speech in The Orator being an amalgam of the points of Seneca's declaimers, we catch a glimpse of what each
discrete declaimer was trying to do: make persuasive an imagined person's
position in a thorny dispute, often in part by imagining what that person
would say to be likable and logical within the parameters dictated by the case,
and thus producing a kind of miniature dramatic characterization wherein we
must learn something of who someone is. Shakespeare's use in The Merchant
of Venice of Declamation #95 of The Orator, "Of a Jew, who would for his
debt haue a pound of flesh of a Christian," is an obvious instance of the helpfulness of these speeches to the forging of distinctive characters; 18 a great
many of The Orator's Senecan declamations hold the same potential as this
non-Senecan one, and hence we see how the Controversiae can contain the
rudiments of drama and how they might be exploited for that purpose.
The other way the Controversiae enabled characterization was through
their foregrounding of "colores." A declaimer's "color" was a "hook" or
"spin" or "angle" he decided to take in working with a case's facts. In Seneca's Controversiae the speeches of the various declaimers are excerpted and
many of the colores appear within these excerpts, but to many controversiae
are also added Seneca's own remarks on the declaimers' methods and degrees of effectiveness, and this commentary is intently concerned with evaluating colores. A glance at the various colores of a controversia, whether we
observe them in the speech-fragments or in the commentary, shows that to
generate a color was often to conceptualize the subject's motive for doing
something, and thus, by extension, to infer what personality might be indicated by such a motive. For example, Seneca in his commentary mentions
that some declaimers disagreed about whether Cimon ought to be envisaged
as attacking the character of the father-in-law; should he claim himself not
ungrateful on the basis of gratitude being dependent on honor, saying that the
father of an adulterous whore ought to welcome her death, or on the basis of
Callias's contemptible nature, saying that all necessary gratitude was discharged merely by Cimon's lowering himself to marry into such a family?
Did perhaps Callias help Cimon out of prison only for self-serving reasons,
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seeking to elevate his family's standing with the connection to the noble
Cimon? 19 One's slant on these questions would constitute an important color;
and we see how determining such a slant would also be at one with determining the basic thought-processes of the two litigants. Perhaps Cimon respects
his father-in-law, but this respectfulness makes his wife's heedlessness about
honor all the harder to take, for she has wronged them both, and perhaps
Callias had the purest of altruistic purposes in freeing Cimon and giving him
his daughter, and thus Cimon aware of this had all the more cause to be galled
by her betrayal; but then, an altruistic Callias would have all the more cause
to deem Cimon ungrateful. In fashioning a color, we have begun to fashion a
Cimon and a Callias. The Orator's Cimon gestures at the color impugning
Callias's motive, while The Fatal Dowry takes a different tack, assuming a
respectful "Cimon" (Charalois) and an honorable "Callias" (Rochfort). In
what sense are we positing that Cimon is not ungrateful, and if not ungrateful,
what was he thinking and why? That construction of colores should lead to
construction of character naturally follows from the forensic matrix of the
Controversiae. In a forensic context an orator was necessarily dealing with a
hypothesis rather than a thesis-a definite and specific rather than an indefinite and general question. 20 In emphasizing this distinction between hypothesis and thesis, Joel B. Altman and Thomas 0. Sloane both show that training
in rhetoric advantaged the Renaissance writer by teaching him to approach
broad human issues indirectly through particular cases-sexuality considered
not with "should a man marry," but rather with "is marriage good for this
man." 21 Such an advantage held for deliberative arguments (like this one) as
well as for forensic, but in the latter it was inherent; this we see in the Controversiae, with their constant focus on matters of equity. Through the colores,
which Altman calls "highly refined interpretations of motive and cause," the
declaimer ventures to answer convincingly the specific questions of equity
emanating from the facts, in effect developing and fleshing out the specific
hypothesis; hence in every discrete controversia the personages are or can
easily become what Altman calls the parties in the trial scene of Sidney's
Arcadia: "fictional hypotheses. " 22 Is a fictional hypothesis so conceived far
from being a character?
In these three Fletcher-Massinger plays, the fictional hypotheses and the
ethopoeic constructions embedded in the Controversiae are indeed adapted
into dramatic characters. Each play includes some Theophrastan types, it is
true, but in each case these are only minor figures within the dramatis personae;23 the main personages in all three plots are of a different species altogether, one whose categories are marked out not by types but by degrees and
kinds of moral inadequacy. Helpful here in describing these categories is J.
Leeds Barroll's theory linking characterization to Renaissance concepts of
humanity's common impulse to reconnect with the transcendent: since under
transcendental theory all humans "aspire," it might lead an author to con-
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sider what would "serve to differentiate a specific man from the total of
human beings on earth"; so the "study of how men really behave, the characterization of human beings, develops as a study of departures from the desirable. " 24 A person is what he or she loves; and people are differentiated one
from another in how they misconstrue what they love or falter in their aspiration toward it. Characters in these plays are individualized in just such a way,
through the conception of a particular imagined person's particular falling
short of perfection. In our three plays, four categories of departures from the
ideal may be seen to emerge: 1) the depraved and villainous but still somehow vulnerable; 2) the upright and heroic, outstanding in both goodness and
greatness, but still somehow compromised; 3) the mostly virtuous and sympathetic but seriously flawed; 4) the mostly contemptible but not basically
evil. These categories help set off the complexity and depth of characterization here, as we observe how the personages are grouped according to their
mode of aspiration and delusion; but there is additional complexity in how
members of each group differ from each other in the nature of their drives.
And matters grow even more complex, and characters still further individuated, when we cite a fifth category wherein a personage fits into none of the
above-named four, but instead into some blend of two of them. Each play
comes equipped with a specimen of this fifth, mixed category: The Queen of
Corinth's Merione, The Laws of Candy's Cassilane, and The Double Marriage's Martia. And yet, even with all this complexity, the playwrights' control over the characters remains intact. Martia is never a cipher whose motive
is situational, the product of plot-demands; like those of Levin's overprotesters, her reactions to changing circumstance spring from an imagined personality which though not simple maintains its oneness, operating in accordance
with its own temperament and with its own recent and distant past. This holds
for all the characters examined below: the plots' twists do not produce them;
rather, their imagined psyches, patterned with internal cohesion, create the
plots. The Controversiae underpin and abet this entire system, but for a great
many of these characters-in fact, we find representatives in each category
but the first-the source in Senecan declamation directly affects their depth
and consistency; motives and drives are envisaged, and shaped to make
sense, in light of the ethopoeia in or implied in the Controversiae and of the
colores of Seneca's declaimers.
The first category is by far the simplest, but its members are still more
than mere monochromatic villains; The Queen of Corinth's Crates, The Laws
of Candy's Gonzalo, and The Double Marriage's Ferrand are all evil, but
all are differentiated from stock types, and their particular psychological ills
establish the principal themes that allow us to understand the other characters. The most sophisticated villain is Crates, who hates and intrigues against
his virtuous younger brother, the Queen's favorite Euphanes, and who eggs
on the troubled Prince Theanor to monstrous vice, including the horrid rape
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of Merione. Partly an evil counselor and partly the Theophrastan "Elder
Brother" from the Overburian Characters, 25 Crates is actually driven by a
much deeper inner turmoil than these types would indicate: obsessive fear of
the world's tendency to turn men into toadies who "part with their essence"
(l.i.105-7). Horrified at how selves get lost in social convention, what he
calls "formes" (II.iv.43), with crime he strikes out through the Prince at all
kowtowing, especially at that which he associates with Euphanes, whose polished courtiership wins him huge influence with the Queen. To Crates, who
has long felt slighted by his brother (1.ii.155-66), Euphanes has been utterly
changed by travel and promotion, "A man drawne up, that leaves no print
behind him/Of what he was" (Il.iv.33-34), and has subsequently forced an
analogous change on the entire country, as all must accommodate themselves
to him (IIl.i.1-14). Crates is reclaimed, realizing both that in being a prince's
familiar he has not avoided playing a role, just fallen into a particularly
wretched one (IV.iv.25-27), and, as his schemes and then his bitterness are
dissolved by Euphanes' eloquence, that courtly acumen does not preclude
sincerity (IV.iv.2-8, 99-107). But thus this reclamation, insofar as it is indeed a breaking down of his paranoia about "formes," has been believably
prepared and accounted for. Crates proves amenable to a kind of psychological diagnosis, even as through him the play poses an interesting question: is
successful social performance ever truly free from suspicion? What is the
cost to ourselves of being ingratiating to the powerful? Gonzalo is an ambitious machiavel, a Venetian lord who has infiltrated Candy's inner circle so
he can snatch power for Venice and, eventually, for himself; this he plans to
do by romancing with striking chutzpah the vain Cretan princess, Erota, and
ruining her best man, the old general Cassilane. Like many another stage
machiavel Gonzalo is devoid of conscience and in love with his own trickery,
but unlike most machiavels he is an odd combination of the menacing and
the absurd, insidiously adept at exploiting others' pride, yet in another sense
a Politic-Would-Be. His downfall comes about because of his own affliction
with that very same failure of empathy and self-criticism which he tries, initially with prospects of great success, to use in others to their destruction; in
the process he advances the theme of pride, rendered in the play as an ignorance of others' feelings and of one's own limitedness of vision. Ferrand, too,
is a rare mixture of the dreadful and the impotent. English Renaissance drama
is quite overpopulated with tyrants, who variously get sunk in pleasure or in
murderous insecurity, but few in my reading enjoy their power less and hate
themselves more than Ferrand. By his own misery Ferrand is tortured, which
goes to an idea at the heart of the play. Being confronted with Juliana's courage, loyalty, and defiance as she endures the rack is clearly a torture to him,
as derided and "contemn'd" he must finally yield, ignominiously "conquer'd" (l.ii.109, 118, 138). This scene borrows heavily from Controversia
II. v and its descriptions of the wife tortured by a tyrant for her rebel hus-
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band's sake, and The Orator's wife even claims that "the Tyrant himselfe
was tormented at my tortures. " 26 But the character of the tyrant is of little
concern in Seneca or The Orator, so long as it's a given that he is surpassingly cruel; thus the playwrights have departed from the controversia to show
us something of who this tyrant is, in part so he can help them build up this
central theme of torture and what it really means: facing unbearable truth,
especially about oneself. With Ferrand, as with Crates and Gonzalo, the playwrights make much more out of a villain than they easily could have made:
Ferrand is not just any tyrant, nor Crates just any evil counselor/elder brother,
nor Gonzalo just any machiavel.
The portraits of the villains and the themes they bring up have a great bearing on the development of characters of the second category, the excellent
but still imperfect heroes: The Queen of Corinth's Spartan Queen and Euphanes; The Double Marriage's Juliana; and The Laws of Candy's Antinous.
And in the latter two cases, the Controversiae are a decisive factor in character construction.
The Queen and Euphanes have an extravagant goodness that in itself drives
the plot, especially insofar as it brings them into conflict with Crates and
Theanor through the aforementioned problem of ingratiation. The Queen and
Euphanes both excel at dutiful self-control, and admire this in each other.
The Queen rigidly, and commendably, enforces an idea of self-sacrifice for
the common good, on her subjects and on herself. She breaks up her own
son's love affair for reasons of state and expects his full compliance, for she
is capable of the same kind of self-abnegation when she perceives it warranted (I.i.38-39): she automatically takes Euphanes' part over Theanor's
during the rebellion, much more concerned for the life of a meritorious servant than for a worthless son's (IV.iii.131-42), and both here and in sentencing the guilty Theanor to death she proclaims her political motherhood much
more binding on her than her biological (IY.ii.14-22, V.ii.115-24, V.iv.13641). For his part Euphanes mirrors her civic piety by being as forgiving and
indulgent of Theanor as the Queen is hard on him; she is willing to abjure
her ties to her son, while Euphanes is willing to ignore Theanor' s insults,
profess the obedience he owes to his prince, and refrain from seizing the opportunities for power (and revenge) the Queen's love affords (III.i.185-209).
For the sovereign and for the subject alike, personal feelings are magnanimously put aside, including their mutual attraction: Euphanes turns his back
on it, and thus too on ambition, to keep faith with his previous contract with
Beliza; and the Queen's disappointment, even while her wrath is only
feigned, is genuine, but she subdues herself (III.i.320-24). And yet this heroic self-discipline can seem bothersome. In the Queen's promotion of Euphanes and her strangely decisive detachment from Theanor, she is so
zealously impartial that she appears partial-swayed by her feelings, of sexual desire for Euphanes, of revulsion for Theanor's weakness, and even of
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reveling in her posture of and reputation for irreproachable authority. As for
Euphanes, he always does the right thing, but always does so in a style that
will obviously raise him in others' esteem. In begging the Queen not to retaliate against Theanor' s depredations, Euphanes merely increases her favor of
himself and her alienation from her son (III.i.252-343). Euphanes is so good
at looking good that he looks somewhat amiss. Though he and his Queen are
both heroes in terms of virtue, courageous and pure of motive, neither is a
paragon, for neither can let down for even a moment their facade of piety,
and neither can see how that facade might come across in the eyes of those
closest to them, and thus how it might have bad effects. Euphanes' and the
Queen's carriage and their treatment of each other enact inherently good but
apparently suspicious rituals of ingratiation, and as such do plenty to feed
Crates' malcontentedness, and give him plenty of ammunition for his goading of Theanor into crime. It is not that the heroes are "at fault" for anything;
but the play's trouble comes about because Euphanes, the Queen, Crates, and
Theanor are who they are. If either the Queen or Euphanes were less stubbornly honorable or more sensitive to the fragile psyches of their family
members, the plot would never work. The combustion is sparked only by the
interaction of these especial ingredients.
Juliana is likewise stubborn in her goodness in a manner which makes her
a hero but which also qualifies that heroism; specifically, she is heroically
ready to undergo torture for noble causes, and yet a bit too ready to torture
herself and hence to torture others. In conjuring her the playwrights have
done some delicate work with Controversia II.v, in which the wife, having
been physically broken in maintaining her silence to protect her tyrannicidal
husband, sues him for ingratitude, now that he has slain the tyrant and tried
to divorce her in order to find a new wife in better childbearing condition. In
this dispute the plaintiff has a decided advantage, at least in terms of equity;
unsurprisingly the surviving excerpts from the declamations are lopsidedly
for her. If she is to be attacked at all the declaimers must address two questions, one regarding colores and the other ethopoeia: her level of knowledge
of her husband's plotting; and her level of devotion to him. First, we might
think that if she knew nothing, we could thereby undermine the praise she
earns for her silence; but Seneca tells us otherwise, as he notes approvingly
the opinion of Fabianus and Lucius Vinicius that the only way to weaken the
wife's position was to assume she knew everything. 27 If the husband had had
a plan and told her about it, we can call keeping silence merely the discharging of her wifely duty, and no real boon to him. Second, can we use her
stance in her suit of ingratitude to impugn her character? If truly so impeccable, wouldn't she concede her barrenness, and patiently want her husband to
enjoy children and the state to gain the children of a tyrannicide? The Orator's husband protests his statesmanlike desire for children, even invoking
Cato, and accuses the wife of selfishly placing her own pleasure before the
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needs of the commonwealth; the wife's speech, meanwhile, gives some
ground to the husband's on this point by her self-aggrandizing and spiteful
tone: "why would he put me away, to take a richer wife? For one more noble
he cannot haue. " 28 So perhaps the husband can aid his ill-favored cause at
least a bit by holding that true love and pure motive preclude the suit. The
Double Marriage brings forth a distinctive hero in light of these questions:
Juliana does not merely learn all about Virolet' s plan to assassinate Ferrand,
but persuades her husband to confide in her as his closest adviser and compatriot; and then, tortured for her husband's sake but cast away by him for a
new wife, she disputes him not at all, instead viewing him still as "a noble,
and an honest Gentleman" (III.iii.263). On both counts, her knowledge and
her devotion, Juliana is informed by what would constitute the weakened position of the controversia' s wife, but the effect of this is to garner even greater
sympathy for her. She is not only more than sage, discreet, and tough enough
to be entrusted with her husband's secrets, but she is also heroic enough not
to think herself a hero; and she loves him enough to let him go and think the
best of him. Another effect, however, is to present us with a lady a little too
inclined toward loss and pain.
Juliana is no simple "Virgin Martyr" with a masochistic appetite for selfsacrifice,29 as she is endowed with desires and passions; but thus she is all the
more complex in her penchant for depriving herself of that which is rightfully
hers and which she really does want, and thereby tormenting herself and others, especially Virolet. In three episodes this penchant is examined, each
playing off Controversia IL v. First, in Li she enthusiastically embraces her
husband's preoccupation with the planned tyrannicide, even though it has
been what's kept him from embracing her in their bed. She is driven by no
mere death-wish or pathological thirst for honor: her sense of duty and of
patriotism-before-pleasure is ingrained, having been impressed upon her by
her family (I.i.135-49), and she dearly wants her husband to survive his
"glorious enterprize," even urgently advising him to abort the mission when
she discovers it is suicidal (I.i.252-83). Her prioritizing of his public cause
over her own very strong private yearnings references one of the wife's main
points in the controversia, that her failure to conceive a child before her torture, when the shadow of tyranny and her husband's distraction discouraged
sex, cannot be held against her; 30 but this reference merely highlights how
Juliana seems bound both to deprive herself of pleasure and to forgo any sort
of leverage that might come of such deprivation. Here, she expressly pines
for her husband's physical "ardour" but applauds him for denying it, canceling both her enjoyment and any sense that she is a victim of circumstance.
Indeed, at the play's opening she is already offering to give up her claim
to Virolet, inferring from his coldness that he is seeking pleasure elsewhere
(I.i.23-37); her sincere love is intertwined with an impulse to crush her own
spirit, which in turn pains her husband, here inducing him to reveal to her his
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cares about Naples's suffering and his plans for a coup. The way is paved,
then, for the second episode, in which she again concedes to a prospective
substitute, this time one real instead of imagined (III.iii), and again tortures
her husband and herself with her concessions. Unlike in the controversia, 31
which gives it special focus, Juliana's supposed barrenness after the torture
is a nonissue, transparently a pretext forged by the lawyer to secure a divorce
(IIl.iii.254-55); given much greater grounds for dispute than Seneca's wife,
Juliana refrains. Nor though she easily could does she dispute the point of
Martia, her rival, that (as per the controversia) a wife's not informing on her
husband, even under torture, is merely her duty (III.iii.206). Though much
more attached to her husband than seems the controversia' s wife, Juliana
doesn't fight for him. This is another sign of her abundant goodness, but it
once again inflicts harm on herself and on Virolet, who responds in the worst
way possible: he decides to be cold to Martia. Enraged, Martia scorns Virolet,
leading to the third episode: Juliana's unconscionable, but fully characteristic, refusal to enjoy him until they are ceremoniously reunited in marriage.
Virolet feels "torments" over the false divorce (IV.iii.35) when she approaches him with the news of Martia' s vendetta against him, but after Martia
confirms that she now abhors Virolet and releases all claim on him, Juliana
is resolved to suppress her urges until a church wedding can sanctify them.
She even says that if properly married to him she would deem the rack or any
other torture worthwhile so long as she could pleasure him (IV.iii.170204)-a sharp reminder to us that her rectitude in this her final concession
is torturing them both. What the Senecan wife ultimately seems to want is
ratification of her status as the true wife, even though she probably cannot
physically enjoy it; in this light, it says much about Juliana that, fully ratified
as and fully capable of acting as the wife, she cannot bring herself to accept
her victory. Where the controversia suggests an unusually virtuous wife, the
play makes her more virtuous still; and yet the play also gives that virtue a
vague dark side. Does Juliana somehow punish herself for desiring pleasure?
Does she punish Virolet, latently disdaining his inferiority to her? What unbearable truth is encoded in all her torturous concessions? It's hard to tell.
But what's clear is that her character is sufficiently well drawn to repay such
speculation about hidden drives, and that her personality has an enormous
causal influence on the plot. Everything is different if Juliana is another person, one either less passionate in love or more aggressive in its pursuit.
Antinous like Juliana is a hero derived from the much stronger disputant
in a lopsided controversia, and like Juliana's his heroism is, in the play's detailing of his personality, made greater than what the controversia seems to
call for, but is also just a bit problematized. In Controversia X.ii, a father and
his son have each earned military laurels, but their society can only reward
one hero, and the son insists on pressing his claim; when he wins the prize,
he requests as his reward that statues be erected commemorating his father,
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who in a rage disinherits him, hence bringing on the suit. The son is the heavily favored party, having fairly won his reward, tried to use it to glorify his
father, and incurred the father's wrath anyway; for the father's side there is
only one short excerpt tacked on at the end of Seneca's commentary. But
despite this imbalance-or maybe even thanks to it-the scenario very much
lends itself to the examination of character, as the case would seem to hinge
on the ethopoeic construction of who these two men are and on the co lores'
ingenuity in divining their intentions. So, why did this young man fall into
contention with his own father? The declaimers of Controversia X.ii invent
many excuses for why the son was prevented from giving way, 32 and in creating Antinous, the play selects from them in a manner which stresses his goodness, especially the profundity of his respect for his father. Antinous initially
gains credit by seeming openly and honestly to stand up for his worth against
another worthy candidate, and he wins out not because his father, Cassilane,
is made a lesser fighter by age, but because the soldiers and senate legitimately judge Antinous's actions in this particular battle to have been the
more awe-inspiring. Antinous reveres Cassilane, and tells him firmly that
such reverence entails imitating him, and thus accepting the payment earned
for valor, no matter who offers to compete for it (I.ii). But as it turns out, this
apparent openness and honesty conceal an agenda: after winning, commissioning a statue of Cassilane as his reward, and being met with Cassilane's
unquenchable ire, Antinous explains: "What I did, was but onely to inforce/
The Senates gratitude. I now acknowledge it" (I.ii.323-24). Though as admirable in promoting his own cause as Seneca's son could conceivably be, Antinous was not really promoting his own cause at all, but Cassilane's. Thus
the play forwards two of the controversia' s seemingly contradictory lines of
argument-"I contested you because I have a sense of honor befitting your
son" vs. "I really did it all for your glory"-subsuming one in the other to
the highlighting of Antinous' virtue: set up liking his decorous self-respect,
we must finally like his singular filial piety. Moreover, this sense of his virtue
is further cemented when we note that, like Juliana, he never engages in the
dispute at the controversia' s center. As Juliana concedes mournfully but obediently to the outrageous divorce, accusing Virolet of nothing, so does Antinous concede to his outrageously being disinherited, resorting not to law but
to humble pleas to the adamantine Cassilane (I.ii.359, III.ii.181-82); and
Antinous' love, like Juliana's, abates not at all despite having been rejected.
But also like Juliana's, Antinous's character is not angelic, but human; a
hero but no god, he is tinged with that version of pride Gonzalo helps the play
to define. Insofar as pride is tantamount to exaggerating one's own greatness,
Antinous is guiltless of it, as "far ... from arrogance" as he claims to be
(I.ii.285). But as we learn watching Gonzalo, another form of pride is a failure to appreciate the feelings of others and to examine and check oneself. If
the reason Antinous contended with Cassilane for the prize was all along to
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solidify his father's legacy, he has been loving in his calculations-but also
unmindful of his father's sensibility. If we believe that he truly intended to
bolster his father's fame in the dispute, on some level he also intended to
bolster his own, and in the process he forgot to factor in his father's character.
Antinous has evidently inherited his father's thirst for praise, and must know,
as Euphanes must know with his shows, how this show is going to play to its
audience: all will marvel at his magnanimity. And, unsurprisingly, they do:
"Thou art immortall, / Both for thy Son-like pietie, and beauties / Of an unconquer' d minde," says the yet-untarnished Gonzalo, speaking for the assembly (1.ii.296-98). With this gesture the young hero gets the accolades of his
entire society-as he must have imagined he would. But Antinous, poised to
bask in everyone's laudations, has neglected to account for how his father,
being the particular man he is, will likely take all of this. Cassilane reacts
very badly, yes; but Antinous knows his father, and should be better able to
consider how he'll react. Thus while he earnestly wants his father's approval,
he fails to foresee that he cannot obtain it in the same way he can that of
everyone else. This is a rather slight and forgivable variety of pride, and certainly much lesser in degree than that of Cassilane; but it is of the same kind:
an insularity, a lack of regard for the subtleties of someone else's feelings
and a lack of self-scrutiny. He is mortified at being out of Cassilane' s
graces-"How have I lost a Father? Such a father?" (l.ii.350)-and is so
immersed in grief that he cannot even think about Erota' s passion for him.
But he learns not enough from this mortification and grief, and decides to
make a deal with Erota, agreeing to accept her love on condition of her relieving his father's debts and keeping their bargain a secret from Cassilane
(IV.i.115-21). Not only is he too caught up in trying to be a good son to
do proper justice to Erota's feelings; he is also once again not predicting a
predictable catastrophe, given his father's nature. His aid is bound to be divulged to Cassilane, who will then explode in fury. This last error-of-pride
sets off a chain reaction, as Cassilane's pride consumes him in vengeance.
Soon the combined pride of Antinous, Cassilane, and Erota threatens doom
for them all, as they all serve each other with death sentences under the law
against ingratitude (V.i), 33 and only Antinous's sister Annophil's improvised
solution-indicting the whole world with ingratitude, in a reductio ad absurdum-can save them. A true hero, noble in both his fortitude and his loyalties, Antinous nevertheless has a blemish, his insularity, and he too late
discovers this about himself; thus he manifests in his own way the play's
concept of pride. The controversia, then, has provided a situation which could
only come about because of the personality of a certain young man, one who
dishonored his father while he tried to do him honor; in delineating this personality, the play has capitalized on Seneca's dramatic possibilities.
In characters of the third category, blemishes metastasize sufficiently that
the basically good are disqualified from hero-status, becoming more a part of
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the common herd. Erota is one of these. Though a savvy and majestic leader
in the tradition of the Fletcher-Massinger queens-The False One's Cleopatra, The Sea Voyage's Rosella, and the Queen of Corinth-Erota's vein of
pride, combining insularity with silly haughtiness, causes her to lose the
gravitas of these other women. But the best representative of the third category is The Double Marriage's Virolet, whose character owes much to the
Controversiae, having been constructed with a method similar to what we
saw with Juliana: like hers, his character emerges from contrast with Seneca's
ethopoeia and colores; like hers, his character is drawn as a party in a dispute
which never arises, because the party does not or constitutionally cannot controvert the case. Virolet, in keeping with the play's title, is composed from
the husbands of two different controversiae: the ungrateful tyrannicide husband from IL v and the grateful husband from I. vi, whose marriage to the
pirate chief's daughter as payment for her rescuing him alienates his own
father and gets him disinherited. This divided provenance would seem to
bode ill for Virolet's coherence as a character. But the playwrights have coordinated the two controversiae expertly, extracting from each the makings of
a well-meaning man torn apart whenever called upon to decide something.
Because of his characteristic inability to make choices when choosing is neccesary, in a single movement he deliberately but unwillingly becomes both
husbands at once: he consents to marry Martia. The character of the man who
made this very well-intentioned but very poor choice is a peculiar interweaving of the two Senecan husbands; specifically, Virolet is made benevolent
but hapless by throwing him into a combination of the husbands' situations,
depriving him of their best excuses, and having him then scourge himself for
his imprudence. In Controversia II. v the ungrateful husband, who scores
some points from his successful tyrannicide, can try to explain himself by
claiming that the tortured wife did him no real favor and/or that he cares
deeply about becoming a father; Virolet, who remains markedly unsuccessful, never undervalues Juliana's sacrifice, nor does he make any sort of issue
out of her supposed barrenness. Meanwhile, the grateful husband of Controversia I. vi, in a far better position for debate, can argue the seemliness of his
loving faith to the kind girl who saved him and left her family for him, as
well as the unseemliness of his father's prejudice against her; 34 Virolet's faith
to Martia, not loving at all, stems from only a regretful sense of obligation,
and his father, Pandulfo, is appalled with Martia only because he's wholeheartedly in Juliana's camp. Unlike his Senecan counterpart, Pandulfo wants
and expects his son to keep a previously plighted troth; Virolet shares his
father's attitude, and has no argument to make with him. Faced with the crisis
of Martia's offer of rescue, Virolet is stunningly undone: despite his loving
gratitude to Juliana he becomes an ingrate toward her, and despite his gratitude to Martia he becomes an ingrate because unloving toward her. He is in
a bind, a dilemma much more puzzling than that of either Senecan man; but
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his lapses of wisdom do much to create that bind and thence to worsen it. The
drama comes from his knowledge of this; the forensic dispute preempted, it
turns inward, raging within himself, and he cannot but be accused and convicted, and sentenced to torture.
In connection with Virolet' s name, connoting virility, some have read the
play as a study in the ambiguities of manliness and his character as a study
in weakness, 35 but Virolet is weak only in comparison to Juliana; the issue of
his emotional strength is not nearly as important as that of his proneness to
blundering. When we meet Virolet we are struck by his fervent patriotism
and ambition to be an instrument for his nation's freedom, and yet also by
his ineptitude. The conspiracy ruined before it begins, Virolet decides to go
through with what he knows will be an ineffectual, even suicidal rebellion.
As Juliana wakes him up to the folly of this and prescribes hiding, Virolet
rebukes his own discomposure: "Thou art constant; / I an uncertain foole, a
most blinde foole" (I.i.283-84). Thereafter, his choosing to agree to Ferrand's deal, pardon in exchange for his undertaking a campaign against
Sesse, compounds his problem-for would not death at Ferrand's hands be
preferable to hunting, in Ferrand's service, Ferrand's enemy? Naturally,
brave but inept Virolet loses the battle, and Sesse chides him for this bad
decision; Virolet says pointedly, "No more of these Racks; what I am I am,"
and asks for death (II.iii.37). Lacking neither courage nor principle, he was
forced to weigh options, bumbled into the wrong one, and now feels tortured.
His defiance of Sesse and philosophical patience in his captivity prove that
weakness is not what holds him down; indeed, his Stoic resignation, which
must have been what once attracted Juliana, now attracts Martia, and her
judgment is sound. The goodness and honor he exudes are really there within,
as she perceives (II.iv.123-24). But it is one thing to be unfazed by her
threats, and another to handle her fierce love and sudden offer of deliverance-for in the latter case he's pressed into a choice, and so becomes unhinged. Accepting Martia is obviously the worst course; no substantive good
for his captive friends in Naples can come of it, and he himself can much
more easily endure Martia's torturing of his body (see II.iv.120), and death
itself, than he can the torture that will rack his soul upon losing Juliana. At
this critical juncture he is given few lines, but the scene nevertheless shores
up our sense of his character, for this is the decision for him, and he is utterly
flabbergasted: "What shall I do?" (II.iv.165), he sputters helplessly. He later
tries unavailingly to console himself by noting his good intentions (IV.iii.131 ); his torture does come of his moral sensibility, for he could simply enjoy
both women, if he didn't care about his promise to Martia, didn't honestly
love Juliana, and didn't hold marriage in such sanctity. But good intentions
cannot prevent his being "tormented" (N.iii.21); observing his own virtue
cannot stanch the pain of knowing that, as is his wont, he opened the very
wrong door and is consequently at fault for everyone's misery. And he keeps
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opening it; having opted to divorce Juliana and adhere to Martia, and having
been exposed to the latter's fieriness, he certainly should not choose to be
cold to her. Treating her otherwise than as a proper wife is bound to have
terrible ramifications, but once again the prudent course eludes him. To keep
faith with both women is untenable, and trying to do so, as he does, is illadvised in the extreme; as before his substratum of good intent collides with
an urgent situation demanding a choice, and Virolet is overwhelmed. Each
of these missteps brings him, and with him Juliana, closer to death, and her
accidental slaughter of him merely culminates the process. Bewildered as
Sesse's rebellion erupts around him, and overcome with self-recrimination at
his own floundering (V.ii.32-33), he desperately chooses to disguise himself
as Ferrand's minion, thinking to gain either access or death, and quickly
meets Juliana's dagger. Thus she is, unknowingly but appropriately enough
to her character, one final time depriving herself of her desire, hurting herself
and him; and they both pay dearly for his incapacity to make a decision, as
she soon dies of a broken heart. More prudence or less scruple would serve
Virolet well. But then he wouldn't be this character, and the plot would never
unfold.
While Virolet chooses poorly but feels commendably, characters of the
fourth category, though not villains, are laden with base feelings. This category includes Sesse, who as Ferrand's implacable foe is exempt from villain
status, but who continually demeans himself with the ways he directs and
expresses his merciless wrath. In all his dealings-his exile's origin in an
exceedingly petty quarrel (II.i.94-120), his cruelty to all Neapolitans regardless of their attitude to Ferrand (II.i.50-56), but especially his going berserk
over his daughter's defection (see II.v.47-57)-Sesse though an aristocrat
has about him that savagery with which the declaimers of Controversia I. vi
would brand the pirate chief. Another high-born savage is the fourth category's most conspicuous member, the lost soul Theanor. Here the operative
source is Controversia I.v, a dispute between two girls who, raped by the
same man, demand mutually exclusive forms of restitution, one his death and
the other his hand in marriage. This controversia rests on matters of personality to a lesser extent than the others we have examined, as the declaimers are
primarily concerned with the logic of fairness; both girls cannot be satisfied,
so which one can be denied with the least injustice? This logic slants toward
the side of the girl requiring death, for she gets nothing from the other's marriage, while the death sentence grants revenge to both; moreover, a serial rapist should not benefit from redoubled crime. The would-be bride, meanwhile,
can only say that if two claims be equally valid, the milder should prevail. 36
Her case might gain ground, however, if a certain line of argument involving
motive were more fully developed: a strong mutual love between her and her
attacker. While some of the colores would assume him a mere insatiably lascivious beast, there is in others the suggestion that there was already some
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sort of relationship between him and the girl who would marry him. 37 The
play builds its Theanor by taking this premise a vital step further: what if
both rapes stem from the man's despair at being deprived of his true love?
What if he and his beloved, who now pleads for his life, are meant to be
together, but have been kept apart? Such a color could work for the wouldbe bride, because, in designating the man as her long-ago chosen husband, it
would maintain the propriety of her desired marriage, the harshness of depriving her of it, and the extenuating circumstances that twist an ordinary
man into doing extraordinary evil. The play, then, generates its own color
for this particular case, a color which posits a horrid crime committed by a
pusillanimous but less-than-horrid man.
Theanor and Merione, the play establishes, simply belong together, and
their separation is at the root of Corinth's distemper. Though this love affair
is underwritten, the play does manage to convey it, 38 and so does manage to
explain how Theanor is capable of succumbing in such abominable fashion
to his feelings of emasculation and powerlessness. We have noted how his
mother continually displaces him, such that he is all the more susceptible
to Crates' evil advice; though Theanor, absurdly insecure as to his mother's
affection and his political stature, is much more receptive than he ought to be
to Crates, the Queen's repeatedly casting the Prince aside and favoring Euphanes does much to substantiate the picture Crates paints. 39 But this problem
of feeling humiliated and abandoned by his mother in itself cannot account
for his seeking an outlet in rape. It is by her specific act of taking Merione
away that he is symbolically castrated. The couple were in the final stages of
a long and graceful courtship, which the Queen had enthusiastically sanctioned, when Merione was suddenly handed over as a peace-token to Agenor
(I.i.24-35). For Theanor the rape Crates proposes is viewed as a kind of
"help" (l.i.64): certainly this in the sense of channeling his resentment of his
mother, but also, I think, in the sense of getting out his feelings of frustration
and agony at being barred by her from his lawful heart's desire. With the
plotted rape drawing nigh, he dissimulates in court, feigning to relinquish
obediently all claim to "what once / I lov' d above myself" (I.iii.86-93); he
seethes beneath this veneer, his trenchant sense of what he's missing palpable.
Theanor is a lowly man whom his marriage would have elevated, and lacking it, he finds perverse solace in descending into an abyss of lowliness, declaring and compounding his now certain ruin by the ruin of what would have
saved him. Cut off from her, he enacts a sick parody of the health-giving
union that should have been and that now being lost burns him. Hence the
gruesome masque-dance around her and the sprinkling water on her after the
rape, gesturing to the celebratory bliss, the harmony, and the cleanness of the
wedding that should have been; 40 and hence, with his face covered, his silently drawing his dagger in answer to her request that he, to her a mere anon-
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ymous thief of her virginity and dignity, marry her (II.i.22-41): they should
have married, but now are deadly strangers to each other. The dagger also
symbolizes what to each of them is both never-to-be-attained desire and
never-to-be-reached salvation: she craves either marriage or death, but he
withholds both and consigns her to what is to her a death-like life of shame;
just so, he has lost access to marriage and death-he initially thought death
a preferable "help" (l.i.64) to this-and been consigned to death-like shame,
as this very act stamps him indelibly with that incurable shame she ascribes
to herself. The devilish logic of the first rape makes more comprehensible,
though no less awful, the second. Everything that is Theanor' s has been appropriated by Euphanes, except the shame and guilt for raping Merione;
Euphanes having proven immune to Theanor' s effort to transfer this guilt
onto him, the Prince again seeks "help" -what he here calls "quiet"
(IV.iv.19)-in further self-debasement, this time by setting out to spoil what
Euphanes is permitted to enjoy but he is not: marriage with the right partner.
Raping Beliza at once lashes out at Euphanes, and through him at the Queen,
and repeats Theanor' s urge to attack marriage, something necessary for but
unavailable to him. 41 His final contrition, too, is more understandable on the
same basis: kept from acting on this manic, self-loathing impulse to express
his despair through his misdeeds, he is capable of genuinely hating them
(V.iv.15-17). Thus while the play' s comic resolution in the idea that his raping Merione was no crime, in that the two were bound in de facto marriage
(V.iv.196-99), is as awkward morally as it is in terms of plot, in terms of
Theanor' s character it makes thematic sense. They were supposed to have
been married all along, and his downward spiral came from lacking her; thus
his renewal, and the play's happy ending, come with a sense that their union
is a kind of inevitability. Tragedy nearly prevailed because of a denial of the
truth which at last all must acknowledge: Theanor needs to be with Merione.
Theanor is not a mere filler for the controversia' s animalistic rapist, so that
its plot can be set sensationally on stage. 42 Rather, that rapist is expanded into
a particular case-study, such as the more deft and pleasing one Fletcher and
Massinger produce with Lisander in The Lovers' Progress, of the adverse
effects on a man of not having his woman.
Sesse and Theanor, though in much different ways, are bad men who aren't
really villains; this is complex enough, but for characters of the fifth category
complexity is such that they fit comfortably into no single category, but
straddle two. Each character has a unified and stable personality with conflicting dimensions to it, and each, interestingly, is an elaboration of the analogous figure in the Controversiae.
Merione, Theanor' s beloved, falls into both the second category and the
third, as she appears both heroic and non-heroic, all at once. This double
sense of her might be attributable to her anomalous status as a rape-victim
who lives, 43 or to bad characterization, but I suggest otherwise: perhaps she
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is conceived and drawn as a particular woman who defies pat categories. Everything Merione does has a dimension of heroic self-possession and another
of non-heroic conformity with protocols-with, that is, the dictates of ingratiation. In this she has moorings in Controversia I.v's victim-who-requestsmarriage; to the extent any sort of ethopoeia emerges from her speech in The
Orator, she appears sympathetic in being a stalwart for both mercy and her
own rights, but every point she makes is bound up with honor in some way:
the Sabines with forgiveness of and marriage to their ravishers were "no lesse
honest but more discreet" than Lucretia and Virginia, and more numerous,
and so her own marriage ought to be judged acceptable. 44 Merione too has
a seemingly independent spirit but keeps checking herself against society's
approval. When we first meet her she simultaneously questions her brother
Leonidas's right to marry her off and imposes it on herself (I.ii.15-22). In
deferring to him she is also bowing to her society's expectations, showing
obedience as a sister and as a subject to the Queen, who pushes for diplomacy's sake the marriage to Agenor; and yet isn't Merione also in a way independent-minded, even heroic here in sacrificing herself for the greater good,
which good includes allegiance to her independent-minded, heroic Queen?
Merione is basically virtuous, but her virtue consistently walks this tightrope
of the headstrong and the compliant, and her response to the rape epitomizes
this. She faces down her cowardly attacker with forceful indignation and also
with remarkable composure, such that we see how Crates' plan to use spectacle to madden her into shocked silence could not possibly work (II.iii.10-13);
but thus composed she seeks marriage with her assailant, pleading that his
"foul will" would be made "fair with marriage" (II.i.37)-a rather thorough
subordination of self to society, this. Then again, at the same time there is
more boldness in demanding marriage than there is in asking the assailant
merely for secrecy and abandonment, as in the case of Cervantes' Leocadia. 45
Being as she is, then, Merione refuses to forgive herself for her "shame"
but also resolves to live on with it, which invokes the problems of the Lucretia template, but with twists and particularities. Lucretia martyrs herself for
warped standards of female chastity, but is also heroic in that it is she who
assumes the right to determine the severity of what she's been through. So
when Crates calls Merione "no Lucrece" (II.iii.17-23) he is and is not correct. He thought that obsession with reputation would silence her, but it does
no such thing. Like Lucretia she openly declares herself ruined forever, heedless when others implore her to get over it, and enjoins the men around her
to avenge her (II.iii.89-123, 154-72). Also like Lucretia, however, she is
demonstrating her extreme obedience to the code of virginity. But how does
her living on, even lapsing into an inability to speak (III.ii), inflect all this?
On the one hand, in living on Merione outdoes Lucretia's heroism, by making
her statement in her own way, without dying for it; but on the other hand,
perhaps she nullifies any statement, losing a self-assertive protest in a pas-
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sive, quiet victimhood. Of course, unlike Lucretia's, Merione's attacker is the
man who's supposed to be her husband; but even so, what does it mean that
she agrees to take Beliza's place and undergo rape a second time?46 This
might be her own unorthodox, very un-Lucretia-like way to seize her happiness as well as save the day, or it might be yoking herself with the most
degrading sort of ingratiation to her society-agreement that since the right
man has ravished her, she's not really been harmed. Hence while her adaptation in the trial scene of the Senecan woman is only of feigned exigency, it
reflects her divided nature: Merione boldly proclaims that her honor should
be held as sacred as Beliza's (V.iv.60-62), and that she is as worthy as Beliza
to have the Queen grant her wish (V.iv.121-27); and yet in the process she
reestablishes honor as the priority, while leaving us no assurance that a life
with Theanor is what she truly wishes for. Merione throughout exerts a will
that is both singular and common, and her character, with her double-sided
reactions to events from start to finish, both moves the plot forward and furthers the play's inquiries into ingratiation.
If Merione both is and is not outstanding in noble self-assertion, Cassilane
belongs to both the second category and the fourth. He has a greatness about
him commensurate with that of a hero, yet his version of pride does not
merely qualify this greatness; it nearly cancels it out. Controversia X.ii contains little from the father's point of view in the extant fragments, but the
suggestion about him, from the very structure of the dispute, is that he is a
battle-hardened soldier whose honor, which means everything to him, is in a
doubtful state because of his age, and he reacts to this doubt with an embittered defensiveness about that honor, which only serves to undermine it.
Though it appears he's had a long and storied career, the father holds that
only his most recent deeds can be recognized for him not to be disgraced; in
fact, to him losing to the son in the contest seems to erase all the honor of
that career, as though it must be viewed as never having happened unless
validated by glory now. The color he is afforded expresses this very thing: so
I'll not forget this defeat, boy, you'll cast my ignominy in bronze. 47 Cassliane
storms out of the senate striking exactly this note (I.ii.325-33); he is the controversia's father fully embellished, with the liminal state of his honor between past and present a problem hanging over him, which he responds to in
so poor a manner as to devolve into a near-villain. The contradiction implied
in Seneca is here apparent: Cassilane argues for the prize by citing his fiftyyear service (I.ii.152-56, 215-16), as though viewing the celebration of his
current deeds as, in large measure, a just reward for all his previous ones; and
yet he sees his son's proposed monument to those old deeds as an unendurable slight on them (I.ii.314-19), as though the only honor that counts is the
honor which his fresh deeds force Candy to hand over. His confusion about
his identity humanizes Cassilane, making him a hero-with-a-blemish; but his
cantankerous and unreasonable demand that he be worshiped according to
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both sides of the equation casts him into another, inferior mold. It is in this
that his self-isolating pride is the play's most egregious, for he sees people
not as other souls but as mere reflectors of his own glory. His solipsism
blinds him to the impossibility of his being satisfied, for if his son gave way
the superiority of Cassilane's current deeds could not be authenticated, and
so he either wins the prize illegitimately or loses; but he is blind also to the
love and goodwill indicated by the efforts to satisfy him. Excuses are offered
for Cassilane on general bases-"Old men are chollerick" (I.ii.348)-and on
particular ones, as Antinous conjectures that his father's "great heart," never
vulnerable to fear through a lifetime of war, is now acutely vulnerable to
passions of anger and sorrow (II.i.302-10); these do and do not work for him.
He is an old man only just now observing his age and confronting obsolescence, and after so long and so pressured a career, he is understandably
touchy about how he's to be viewed, having earned his society's and the audience's indulgence of his foibles. And yet he is at the same time a contemptible, self-centered old misanthrope, as hateful toward loved ones and as
emotionally unstable as Sesse or Theanor. This blemished hero/near-villain
character while difficult to categorize is crucial to making Cassilane's reclamation understandable and believable. When he learns he's beholden to Antinous for discharging his debts, his enraged pride boils over, shutting out any
trace of consideration for his son's intents; not even Antinous' guilty plea to
the charge of ingratitude assuages Cassliane in his desire to have his own son
killed. Though this madness does not violate his prideful character as we have
seen it-we might even say this was ever his trajectory-it is so extreme that
his recovery from it is almost necessary for him if he's not to appear radically
revised, as though he'd never had a heroic aspect. But even in recovery he
overlaps categories. A true hero, one whose fundamental sensibility eschews
baseness, must at length overcome such insane pride, and Cassilane does,
blessing his son, begging forgiveness, and shaking off his ravenous appetite
for "popular applause" (V.i.321-30). And yet, this very appetite helped him
to this turnaround, as it was instigated by a chorus of warnings about the
infamy that would graft itself onto Cassilane forever should he persist
(V.i.293-314); there remains in him an element of that same baseness which
started all the trouble-his overweening concern for how he'll be celebrated.
With Cassilane the playwrights have enlisted Controversia X.ii to depict, as
they do brilliantly with the less heroic, more obstinate Sir John Van Oldenbarnavelt, the psychology of a man whose lust for "popular applause" burdens his old age, such that it threatens to undo all he's worked for over a
lifetime.
Finally there is Martia, in whom the third and fourth categories intersect
with the utmost intricacy. Never a hero and never a villain, she is somewhere
in between, but her level of goodness is very difficult to gauge. 48 She has
obviously inherited her father's hot-temperedness and been influenced by
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him to be overbold in pursuit of desire and to brook no insult; but does this
nature and nurture in her background, being beyond her control, make her a
mostly forgivable, basically good person, or merely explain her basic badness? Her past life lies behind her falling in love and running away with Virolet-and her thereby altering everyone's destiny-but how so? Perhaps her
response to him shows her to be at her core a kindhearted soul who, ignorant
and impressionable, and encountering goodness for the first time, falls under
its spell; or perhaps, while she purports to love Virolet' s virtue, she truly has
the spirit of a pirate, whose knee-jerk response to something pleasant is to
plunder it. This tantalizing character, whom we get to know well but still find
difficult to judge, is a derivation of the Senecan pirate chief's daughter.
Though she's not a disputant in Controversia I.vi, the girl's character is of
critical import to the case. What drives her? The declaimers, says Seneca,
mostly agree that her intentions were not lustful or rebellious, but compassionate. And yet, her upbringing among pirates and her turning on her own
father point to a disconcerting wildness in her; Seneca's laurels go to Arellius
Fuscus' exposition on how the man cannot love his deliverer, so unpredictable in her temerity. 49 Martia, though she views herself as an aristocrat, and
binds herself to what she thinks is aristocratic comportment, has actually
been brought up as, and acts the part of, a barbarian. She cheers on her
father's worst enormities, his mercilessness and his petty grudge-holding,
wrongly understanding them to be noble (II.i, esp. 135-44); she goes to great
lengths to prove to Sesse that she shares his values, but they are, with some
refinements-humanity toward non-Neapolitans-those of a cutthroat pirate.
Hence she comes to the captive Virolet as a practiced torturer, through imitation of her father (Il.iv.46-47). That Virolet is unafraid of torture at first
amazes, and then excites her; her father's scoffs at dangers and wounds have
not prepared her for this type of "Noble mind" (II.iv.124). But what is the
nature of her amazement? Does she glimpse and admire a more civilized
mode of life which beckons to the person she truly is underneath all the bluster? Or is he a kind of rare, new treasure for her to grab, the situational and
moral obstacles keeping her from it-he's married-to be rashly dismissed?
We hope for the former but the latter dogs us; she seems to be or to have
the potential to be a better person than Sesse, but there's always the suspicion
that she's her father's daughter after all. Pressing her claim to Virolet before
his shocked wife and father, she holds that for Virolet she has suffered tortures far beyond what Ferrand did to Juliana (IIl.iii.209-29): this reminds us
that she has in fact been victimized, not just in the escape but throughout her
hard life; but we must recall that she's in the process here of stealing an innocent woman's husband, and wonder if she's also, at least unconsciously, torturing her victim. We must wonder too about the violence of her anger at
Virolet' s withholding sex from her, which ends up throwing her into the arms
of Ferrand. Perhaps this is best seen as the sad retrogression of a person
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driven toward good but abruptly deprived of hope; suddenly denied Virolet's
civilizing influence, and having given up everything for it, she naturally backslides to her brutal condition. But is she merely perceiving an insult in not
getting her way, and reacting with utterly disproportionate vindictivenessVirolet deserves "no end of torments" (IV.ii.86)-the way her father always
does? Is her wildly seeking Ferrand perhaps the equivalent of her father's
wildly seeking her, a similar mad dash for revenge? Her savage upbringing
surely informs Martia's reactions, but we're not quite sure to what extent,
and so, like Sesse's own men (IV.iv.60), we're unsure how much to pity her.
At Ferrand' s side she is tortured at the sight of the victorious Sesse (V.iii.11721 ), and pleased to be killed; does this signal that she has always been Sesse' s
victim, as the creature of his savagery, or that she is essentially at one with
him, and tortured only by their separation? Like Seneca's declaimers, we
tread on uncertain ground in approaching her true self.
What is certain is that we are dealing with a coherent character to which
we can reasonably apply this type of analysis, and that Controversia I. vi has
made such a reading more, not less, practicable. We should note in closing
that in not one of these plays is the outcome of the plot hinged on the outcome of the Senecan-based dispute at hand: the dispute in The Queen of Corinth is rigged; the parties in The Double Marriage refuse to dispute; and the
dispute in The Laws of Candy is at first rigged, and then refused. These are
no frivolous courtroom dramas, wherein the characters exist for the sake of
plot. Rather, Seneca's Controversiae are tapped for their value in building
characters, from whose particular personalities dramatic situations can grow.
This is by no means an infallible dramaturgical formula; no debt to the Controversiae nor anything else can save The Fair Maid of the Inn from stupidity.50 And no one claims our three plays as masterpieces; there are unsightly
gaffes in The Queen of Corinth, such as Leonidas' forgetting that he's Euphanes' alibi, and his unforgivably inane line: "Such pretty Lawyers, yet/ I
never saw, nor read of" (V.iv.71-72). Nevertheless, these plays are inhabited
by well-wrought characters, ones formed by a process which, helped by declamation, has granted them at least a portion of mimetic inwardness. If this
claim be true, perhaps we should revisit our conception not only of the
Fletcherians, but also of character in Jacobean drama-of, that is, how, and
how well, it works.
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